
So I'm afraid of heights. Now it doesn't bother me on airplanes for some reason, I can fly all over the 
world, doesn't bother me, but I don't like being up high on things like stages. I'm also afraid of wasps, 
they're like, you know in Revelation? The demonish things out of the pit of hell? They're wasps, I'm 
convinced of it. And I've got a third fear, and that is, it's just a recurring nightmare for me that I'm going 
to walk out on stage to preach and I will have forgotten to put a shirt on.

Here's the bad news, we're not covering any of that in this message series. We're not dealing with 
phobias about eight legged creatures or six legged creatures or acts of nature or anything like that 
because I think God sometimes gives us a healthy sense of caution that tells us to seek shelter and when 
there's a spider around just burn everything. So that's sort of put in there to protect the temple of God 
and that kind of thing.

We're going to deal with some real fear. We're going to deal with some fears that we struggle with that 
wreck our lives, that wreck relationships, that kind of ruin our sense of self-confidence and sort of derail 
us from the pathway that God wants us to walk on. We're going to talk about the kinds of fears that we 
struggle with deep down. The kinds that maybe came out of things that we heard in childhood, the kinds 
of fears that are just sort of there because of our culture. They're there because of the wreckage of sin 
in our lives. They're there because we've messed up in some way and we don't want to be exposed.

We're going to talk about some real fears over the next few weeks, and we're going to talk about all of it 
out of one of the most known and beloved passages of scripture, the 23rd Psalm, which was written by a 
man who grew up as a shepherd and then became a warrior and then became a king. And I believe that 
you can't read Psalm 23 correctly without understanding that, that it's written by a shepherd, yes, and 
it's written by a warrior, and it's written by a king. That all three of those facets of David's personality 
come out as you read through this Psalm.

Now, when I was a kid, I remember thinking of this Psalm as the funeral Psalm. Anyone else think of it 
that way? That's the only time you ever hear it or it's embroidered in something on grandma's wall, like 
that's where Psalm 23 sort of belongs in our minds. But I want us to think of Psalm 23 a little differently 
over the next four weeks, as a source of life and a source of confidence and a source of strength and 
boldness, because we don't often think of Psalm 23 in connection with boldness, but that's where I want 
us to go.

And I want us to do something, we don't do this in every series or every message, but because of the 
nature of this passage of scripture, I want us to read it out loud together as a church family. We're going 
to do this four weeks in a row. And the reason we sometimes do this with certain series is because by 
the end of the series, if you didn't know this before, you know it by the end. It's in your heart, it's in your 
mind, it's embedded deep within who you are. And I want us to walk in great confidence and when I feel 
a lack of confidence, I can come back to this.

So, Psalm 23, and let's read this together. I'm using the New King James because of a couple of verses 
that are here. Let's read this out loud together:

"The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want. He makes me to lie down in green pastures; he leads me 
beside the still waters. He restores my soul; he leads me in the paths of righteousness for his name's 
sake. Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil; for you are with 
me; your rod and Your staff, they comfort me. You prepare a table before me in the presence of my 



enemies; you anoint my head with oil; my cup runs over. Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all 
the days of my life; and I will dwell in the house of the Lord forever."

It's a beautiful passage of scripture, timeless. It's been around for nearly 3,000 years, 2,700, 2,800 years 
that people have been reading and singing this and quoting this and it has brought comfort and 
confidence to generation after generation.

But I want us to see it in a new light over the next four weeks, I want us to see how it addresses some of 
the most common and deep rooted fears that we have in our lives. And this first fear that we're going to 
talk about is this fear of running out. It's this fear of never having enough resources. It's this fear that I'm 
going to get to a place in my life where I don't have the next meal, I don't have the next night's sleep, I 
don't have what it's going to take to sustain me in life.

And what this Psalm presents to us is this great shepherd, this Jesus, it's really a foreshadowing of Jesus 
Christ, who becomes our great shepherd and reveals himself as that in the New Testament. "I'm your 
great shepherd," he says, and the sheep, that's us, who follow him, "the sheep hear my voice, I know 
them by name." He knows who you are and if he knows your name, he certainly knows your fears. He 
certainly knows when you're afraid of exposure. He knows when you're afraid of being alone. He knows 
when you're afraid of running out. He knows when you're afraid of death or the future or the unknown. 
He knows your name and he knows all of that about you, and so the great shepherd gives us this word 
to give us a certain boldness in life.

Here's our problem, we struggle with a scarcity mentality in our lives. We're conditioned by our culture, 
sometimes we're conditioned by childhood, we're conditioned by voices from different directions, and 
we live under a sense of scarcity that causes us to live with anxiety and worry and fear. I'm afraid of 
running out.

We just wrapped up our healing series where we talked quite a bit about addictions, hurts, habits and 
hangups. And there was an addiction I didn't confess to you as a church family during that series and I 
want to go back to it now. But when I was 19, I don't know what the young people did when you were 
19, but I got hooked on something called Pop-Tarts. It's a pastry, it's really a dried out crusty piece of 
cardboard infused with sugar and various powders and chemicals and a layer of cocaine and then icing 
on top and jelly. Maybe it was sugar instead of cocaine, I don't know, kind of the same thing.

I remember becoming very addicted to Pop-Tarts. And then we discovered, we lived in Beebe, Arkansas 
when I went through this, and Beebe is kind of out in the middle of nowhere and so you're afraid of 
running out of stuff, right? There's only one grocery store in town and it closed at night. I wasn't used to 
that. And so I discovered down the road in Cabot, about 15 minutes away, this club owned by a guy 
named Sam. And Sam, at his club, would sell Pop-Tarts in vast numbers. Like four boxes of Pop-Tarts in a 
bigger box and I could take these home. And my wife, to this day, has a memory of waking up about 
2:00 am and I'm sitting on the edge of the bed in the dark with my eyes closed, chewing slowly on a Pop-
Tart.

So I remember fearing that I would run out of those, so I wanted to buy them in bulk so I'd have more. 
Now, again, this series is not going to address that fear either, there are things that we are going to pass 
over. But I know that if you sort of blow that up, a lot of us struggle with the feeling that we're going to 
run out and that in order for me to survive and to thrive and to have a sense of purpose and meaning, 



I've got to have enough time and I've got to have enough money, and I've got to have enough people 
that like me, and I've got to have enough credence in the world, I've got to have enough position or 
prestige, and we're afraid that if I run out of any of those things, if I run out of money, if I run out of 
time, if I run out of people that can be close to me, if people leave me or abandon me, then I won't have 
meaning and I won't have purpose any more. And so we live with a sense of worry and anxiety about 
that.

Some of you perhaps grew up in homes that were shaped by the Great Depression and you were taught, 
"play it safe." Put cash aside because it could run out at any time. And then others of you perhaps grew 
up in the '80s when we were more of a prosperity minded nation and a lot of the movies that came out 
were about the stock market and hitting it big. And so you grew up in this sort of consumption era and 
you've sort of reacted against that. You've learned, no, we shouldn't just be consumers, and so we 
learned to sort of fear running out.

And I want to make a statement about money for a second, because I think it's a big source of fear for 
us. A lot of marriages that struggle, struggle because of money. A lot of people who struggle with 
depression, it is exacerbated by money. Money's just this big source of things. And a lot of us, when we 
think about money or resources or the mortgage or the house that we live in, when we think about 
those kinds of things, our fear and our worry is that we're going to run out of that. And sometimes what 
we do, is we assume that people who have a lot of that stuff, people who are really rich and really 
wealthy, that they've made a god out of money and we're the ones constantly living in fear that we'll 
run out of it, which is sort of making a god out of money, isn't it?

It's this idea that I will only be secure if I have enough. I'll only be stable if I have enough. I'll only be 
significant if I have enough. And so, instead of finding my security and my significance in God and his 
calling on my life and his role for me, I can find my security and my significance in my savings account. 
And so, if I've just got enough, I'll be okay.

But the Psalmist starts out and says, "The Lord is my shepherd," and then he makes a very bold 
declaration, "I shall not want." I shall not want, that's huge. I think for many of us it seems beyond reach 
to think that way. To think about living life with such confidence about my resources that I don't want.

Now, a lot of us would boil it down to, "Well, I shouldn't want things," and we sort of, as Christians, a lot 
of times we've grown up in a culture of wanting anything is bad and you should just sort of settle for the 
bare minimum in life and not desire anything else. I don't know that there is a problem with desiring 
things or liking things or wanting things, I do think there's a problem with deciding that if I don't get 
certain things, I won't be significant or secure or matter any more in the world or to God. I think that's a 
kind of idolatry.

But I don't think what David is declaring here is there's a problem with wanting. In other words, "I shall 
not want," is not a declaration in and of itself. It's connected with what he's said before, this is one 
thought. And the one thought is, "The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want." God is my shepherd and 
therefore I shall not want. One translation reads, "I shall not be in want. I shall not live in lack."

When we follow Jesus, when we trust in him, we understand that we're following Jesus, who went 
through scarcity in his life, who didn't have a place to lay his head, he said, in his life. He said, "If you 
follow me, that's great, but you're not going to have a place to lay your head if you stay with me, if you 



sleep where I sleep at night." And so Jesus didn't have a lot physically speaking, monetarily speaking 
during his life. He didn't have a lot of resources in his life. He grew up in Galilee, the son of a carpenter, 
the supposed son of a carpenter. He grew up without being wealthy, without being rich, and yet he's the 
King of kings, he's the Son of God, he certainly understood what wealth was, he owned everything.

And so he gave all that up and he experienced poverty, he experienced what it was to be poor and to 
work with his hands and to earn and to get his daily bread, so to speak. Jesus learned all of that, and yet 
what he provides for us in his relationship with us is a relationship in which I don't have to be afraid 
anymore, in which I don't have to lack anymore.

So I want you to picture this with me, I want you to think about what would it take in order for you to 
feel as though you lacked nothing. Again, the easiest way usually to think about this is in monetary 
terms. Now there may be other things you think about, but I just want you to think for a second about 
how much money would you need in order to feel like from now until the rest of your life you'll never 
run out?

And so maybe in your mind you're going, "I could make do on a million. I've got approximately 20 years 
left, 60 years left, if I had a million bucks in the bank, I could just coast and no longer be like productive 
or anything, I could just kind of sit and rest and eat Pop-Tarts and then eventually go to the grave." 
Maybe it's ten million, maybe it's like a hundred billion. Maybe you can scrimp and save and get by on a 
$100,000.00 or $20,000.00, whatever number is in your mind.

All of us, I think, in the back of our minds have some kind of measurement, some kind of number, some 
kind of level, come collection of things that I can picture in my mind that as long as I can get to death 
with a house that's got air conditioning and a little bit of money in the bank, I'll be okay. But since I don't 
know that, since I'm not guaranteed that, I'm going to stress out every day of my life, trying to get 
enough. Trying to set aside enough. Trying to earn enough. And we live life with anxiety and worry 
because we haven't learned yet that in my relationship with God, I will have everything I actually need. 
I'll have everything I actually need.

Now, God certainly allows us and blesses us with extras, he's a good God, a giving God, and certainly 
provides us a life that's just unimaginably good compared to what we deserve. But the reality is that 
God wants to move our minds from finding the word enough in things, in money, and in provision, and 
instead wants us to find enough in him, enough in him.

So I want us to learn something today about the nature of God. Our nature is that we fear running out. 
We fear scarcity. We fear that there's not enough, that I've got to grab enough and save enough and 
hang on to enough to get to death safely. And yet, what the Bible presents to us is not a sense of 
scarcity, but instead something that we would call abundance.

So if our problem is a scarcity mentality, God's solution is abundant provision for all of our needs. 
Abundant provision for all of our needs. I want to camp out for just a second on that word abundant. 
We sometimes, especially if you've grown up in church, we don't like the word abundant very much. We 
draw back from abundance because we've sort of been conditioned and taught that if I think in terms of 
abundance, if I start to think of God as one who just pours out in overflowing measure all of these 
blessings in my life, well, then that's a sign of greed in me. That's a sign of having wrong priorities in me. 
So we draw back from that because of shame, because of fear. We draw back from that because we 



know everybody else in the room, if they see us living in abundance, they'll have some things to say 
about that, won't they? Because they live by the sense of scarcity.

And so we're afraid of abundance. We're afraid to talk about abundance, even though it's language that 
the New Testament uses in connection with what Jesus does. John 10:10 says this, "The thief comes to 
kill, and steal, and to destroy." In other words, the thief, and he's referring to Satan, Jesus talking in the 
verse, Satan has come to make all of the things that you depend on scarce, to steal and to destroy, to 
take away our confidence, to take away our faith, to take away our ability to rest, to take away our 
sense of significance, our sense of security and stability. He comes to steal and to kill and to destroy and 
to make you live in fear and in anxiety and in worry.

"But I came," Jesus said, "so that my sheep will have life and so they will have everything they need." 
Everything they need. Jesus said, "I came so that my sheep will have life and everything they need." Or 
as the King James puts it, "life more abundantly." So Jesus came for the purpose of abundance. Now, I 
don't know how you measure abundance, you might even suspect that where I'm going with this 
message is somewhere dangerous, somewhere off course. That what I'm talking about is God wants to 
make you rich and wealthy. I'm just going to say this as bluntly as I can, you're too late.

If you live in America and you're sitting in a padded chair right now, in an air conditioned room, not 
super air conditioned, it's a little warm up here, but you're sitting in a comfortable spot today and you're 
going to get in a car with an engine that runs on gas and you're going to drive home where you have a 
roof and a mattress, you are already richer than most people that live on planet earth. You already live 
in abundance, so you're already too late. So, no, this is not a message about, "If you follow Jesus, you'll 
get rich." It's too late, you're already there. Okay? Most Americans are already there.

Yes, we do have a homeless population, we do have people struggling below the poverty line. 
Absolutely, and huge issues to address there. But generally speaking, most of us who live in this country, 
we have the next meal taken care of one way or another, most people. And so we're already rich, we 
already live in abundance.

So, no, this is not a message about how to believe in God and get rich and have all the millions that you 
ever want. It is, however, a message about Jesus and his nature. About God's nature and how we 
sometimes think of God as this far off, distant, somewhat angry, kind of grumpy God, who really doesn't 
want us wanting things, who really doesn't want us to desire more out of life, that we should just be 
satisfied with what we've got, that we should just keep our mouths shut and not express any kind of 
want or any kind of desire for more influence, or more affluence, or anything like that. We should just 
kind of coast along and survive, because God will get mad at anything else.

And yet, what the Bible presents to us is that he comes and he's a great shepherd. And he wants his 
sheep to have all that they ever need. Now there's a lot in the rest of the Psalm that we're going to 
cover over the next few weeks about how he leads us to the green pastures, and he leads us beside the 
still waters, he leads us to places of provision and he gives us what we need along the way. But I don't 
want you to just miss this one thing, that if you know the shepherd, if you know the one who came to 
bring you life and everything you need, the one who came to bring you abundance, then you don't have 
to live in lack. You don't have to live in want anymore.



You just have to learn, you just have to understand how it is that my relational needs, my emotional 
needs, and even my physical needs, are met by the God who is in control of everything. He's in control 
of everything.

One of my favorite things to do is, it's on a long list of favorite things to do, but I like to go to Target, and 
I'm sorry guys, some of you, I know, I just spoke like condemnation of your profit sharing in this room. 
But I like to go to Target because their toy section is a little slightly better organized. And so I'm there at 
Target, looking at toys with my boys. And you walk up and down the Lego aisle and I'm blown away at 
how much Legos cost these days. Like, when I was a kid, you got this enormous bucket of just blocks and 
they're like a buck or something for a thousand.

Now, it's like you get this little figure for $12.99 and you can build that figure and nothing else. And 
you've got to collect this set and that set and the other set. And Lego doesn't have of its heroes, so it 
borrows. It's got the Marvel guys, the Batman guys, Star Wars guys, and so we can go up and down that 
aisle. And when I take my nine year old boy and my boy who is about to be six, and we go up and down 
those aisles, guess what they do when we walk up and down those aisles, they say, "I ... " what?

Want.

"I want that and I want that and I want that and I want that," and, "Dad, you're made of money, right? 
You got that bank account, I don't even know what that is, but we can all this stuff, right?" And so then 
we move on from Lego aisle, we go up the Nerf aisle. And the Nerf aisle, have you seen the Nerf guns 
they sell these days? I mean, I shot my wife with one, I confessed to that in the healing series. I'm still 
paying for it. They cost like $80.00 for the best ones, it's crazy. And my boys want those.

And then we go down the video game aisle and you've got the latest Switch games, and the latest PS4 
games, and all that. "I want that one and I want that one," and not once can I remember starting to hate 
and despise and be angry at my boys because they wanted stuff. But that's the way we think about God. 
"God, I want to be safe. God, I want to be provided for. God, I want to have enough." And we sheepishly 
draw back and we don't talk to God about it because we assume God doesn't want to hear it. That God 
will just say, "Why can't you just be satisfied with what you have?" Because maybe, maybe that's what 
mom or dad said to us when we were growing up. Maybe that's what somebody else said to us when we 
were growing up.

Maybe we grew up in a home, in a family perhaps that looked at all wealthy people as bad. All people 
who were doing okay, as basically, they must have somehow taken what we don't have and it's theirs 
and it's not ours and we're not one of them and we don't like them and we don't even know why. Or we 
grew up in with this religious idea that if I want anything, that that breaks the law of coveting. And you 
look at the law of coveting, it's something a little more intense than just desiring the latest Lego set. It is 
instead this setting my affection on something and deciding, "I must have that, I have to have that." 
That's coveting, it's not mine, God doesn't want it for me, he hasn't provided for me. But if I don't get it, 
I'm not going to be satisfied. That's a kind of coveting.

But we are afraid of wanting, we're afraid of desiring. C.S. Lewis talked a lot about this. He said we 
assume that our problem is that we want too much in life. And so we're not willing to settle for just God, 
because we want all the other things. And C.S. Lewis said our real problem is we don't want enough, 



we're willing to settle for money, we're willing to settle for things, when God really has so much more. 
So much bigger, so much more eternal things for us to want and to desire.

When you know the great shepherd and you know him intimately and personally and you're in a 
relationship with him, he has promised to meet all of your needs. If you need another verse, here it is, 
Philippians 4:19, "This same God who takes care of me," and let me just stop there and say this is the 
Apostle Paul writing in a passage where he says, "I have learned to have a lot and I've learned to have a 
little." He says, "I've learned to live in abundance and I've learned to live in poverty. I've learned to live 
in both situations, to have much, to have nothing." And then he says, "I can do all things through Christ 
who strengthens me." Right? Great verse. It doesn't mean I'll leap tall buildings in a single bound, he 
means specifically, I can live in poverty or I can live in abundance. I can live in either situation and stay 
focused on Jesus because both extremes can tempt me to live in worry and anxiety instead of resting in 
Jesus.

So that's the context of this verse. And he comes down to the end and he closes it by saying, "And this 
same God who takes care of me will supply all of your needs from his glorious riches, which have been 
given to us in Christ Jesus." Now let me camp out there for a second, I know Jesus and he's the great 
shepherd. He's not only the great shepherd who knows me by name, and so therefore I get to listen to 
and recognize his voice because I'm one of his children, but I'm also, I belong to him, I'm part of his 
family. I'm part of his family, right? The moment I met Jesus, I'm adopted into God's family, I'm declared 
to be a son or daughter of God when I place my faith in Jesus Christ as Savior. And I become a member 
of a royal family.

Not just any royal family, I become a member of the family of God who created everything. Not just all 
the physical stuff on this planet, but every planet. The entire universe, he made it all, he owns it all, he 
controls it all, he sustains it all. And he invited me into his family. And when I know Jesus, I have faith in 
a God who will supply all of my needs out of his glorious riches, which are mine to share and yours to 
share when you follow him too, because we are now joint heirs and like siblings of Jesus Christ. We're in 
this family of abundance.

I really believe that for Christians, for believers, that we're so afraid of abundance, and yet, I believe that 
when we start thinking about spiritual abundance, the kind of relationship Jesus wants with us, when we 
let go of our constant fear and anxiety about scarcity, and we let go of the fear that other people are 
going to judge us if we have something and we let go of some of that and instead we learn to constantly 
look to Jesus as our provider, we'll actually get closer to him. That when I learn to lean on him and I 
learn to look at all the stuff I've got and go, "This is a blessing from God." When I look at everything I 
own and I go, "I know the source of this, it's a great shepherd who provides." He deals with my fear of 
running of out, my fear that I'm not going to have enough at the end of the day or at the end of 
retirement or at the end of my life, that he looks at those fears and he says, "Come to me, get to know 
me as the shepherd, and you shall not want. You won't live in lack."

Now, does that mean that you'll have everything you ever wanted? No. Man, I've wanted lots of stuff 
that I really didn't need. Just ask my mom and dad, because you know what? They used to take me up 
and down the toy aisle and guess what I did? "I want that and I want that." I even remember finding my 
mom's checkbook once and I assumed as a kid that checks were magical. Like, you could write one and 
give it someone and they'd give you stuff. And so I wrote out a check, there was a Voltron toy. Anybody 
remember Voltron? I was obsessed with Voltron. And so I wrote the check out to Voltron and I wrote it 
for like $1,000.00 or something. I just let it on the table, and I thought, "Mom will see that and she'll 



know, 'Oh! I could write a check and Brandon will get the Voltron.'" And for some reason I got in trouble 
about thinking that way. And got taught that that wasn't the right way of how this worked.

And yet, I know that our heavenly Father, our great shepherd, he sees all of our wants and all of our 
needs, and he stands ready to help us sort out what I really need and what I really don't need. What is a 
want? And what's frivolous and what's not? And what is going to propel me to fulfill his purposes and 
what is going to distract me? And I ask God, "Please don't give me things that will distract me from your 
purposes. Please don't give me things that simply are mindless entertainment that distract me from 
pursuing you and following you. But God, there are certain things that I need and certain things that I 
want. And I want to learn to look to you as the provider and to give you credit and glory and honor for 
anything that I have and anything that I enjoy."

Because we think of want as sin, but the reality is, worry is the sin. Want just produces worry. Want 
produces worry. It turns into anxiety, that I'm never going to have enough. But let me just say this 
emphatically, when you know Jesus, you will always have enough. When you know Jesus, you will 
always have enough. You may not always have everything you want, but you will have enough. Your 
needs will be supplied by a Father who loves you, by a shepherd who knows your name, knows your 
needs, knows your fears, and stands ready to provide.

Angie and I have watched him provide for us through some crazy hard times. And we've learned over 
the years that he's the source, and I don't ever want to forget it. I don't ever want to stop thinking of 
him as the source of all of our needs. And he knows your needs, and my God shall supply all of your 
needs according to his glorious riches, that are ours in Christ Jesus, by virtue of this relationship. I don't 
have to live in lack, I don't have to live in want, I don't have to worry, I don't have to be anxious, I don't 
have to be scared that I'm going to run out. Yes, he wants me to work and be productive and save and 
be wise with my money and all that stuff.

And yes, those are lessons for other times. All kinds of practical things about don't spend money you 
don't have and don't just be a consumer, be a contributor. All kinds of things we could get into, but 
today I just want you to hear this, that when you trust in him and walk with him and make decisions in 
line with his purposes for your lives, he is going to provide for and supply your needs all along the way. 
And when we learn to trust him, we learn what it's like to live under the care of a loving heavenly 
Father.

The more I trust him, the more I depend on him, the more I ask him to be the source of all that I need, 
the more I come to know him as my loving heavenly Father.

Now here's the last thing that I really want to get at, every single one of us, spiritually speaking, is 
absolutely bankrupt on our own. The ultimate illustration of God's provision is in the cross. The ultimate 
illustration of this great shepherd providing for our needs is to be found in me stepping before God as 
judge and having nothing with which to cover my shame. And Jesus going to the cross to pay a penalty 
for my sins, to cover the things that I have done, to provide for my spiritual bankruptcy, to be my 
atonement, my payment for sin. That when I come to God and every last one of us ultimately steps 
before God as natural people, as sinners, and every last one of us has to say, "God, I don't have anything 
to offer."



Isaiah even said in the Old Testament, "Whatever you hold up before God is like filthy rags." "Here you 
go, God, here's all my goodness. Doesn't this impress you?" And God looks at that and he says, "All I see 
are filthy rags." But covering you, when you trust in Christ, what God sees instead is this blanket of 
provision, this payment made on our behalf by Jesus. The cross is the ultimate proof of his willingness to 
provide for my deepest need. I need redemption. I need salvation. And I cannot achieve it on my own. I 
can't work hard enough for it. I have to trust him. Just like I have to trust him for everything else in my 
life. None of it is ultimately my own doing, it all flows from him.

Have you had that ultimate need met? If God were here on this stage, ready to judge us for eternity, 
would you look at God and say, "Here I am and I'm okay, I'm ready for eternity." Or would you say, "I 
don't have anything, I can't cover myself. I can't cover up the shame, I'm going to have to confess some 
stuff and I don't have any atonement for that." But God, himself, the judge, has given his Son, Jesus, not 
only came as the great shepherd, but Jesus laid down his life as a payment, as an atonement to cover 
our spiritual bankruptcy.

And he is free and all for the asking. He invites everyone to come and take of this abundant water of life 
freely. You need provision for your sin? Come to Jesus. He's for you. You need forgiveness? Come to 
Jesus, it's all for the asking. The invitation is wide open. He has provided what I have needed the most. I 
was lost, I needed to be saved, I needed to be redeemed, and Jesus did that for me. And he did it for you 
too.

Let's pray together. Father, I ask right now for us to review our lives and God, for you to show us, do I 
have provision for redemption? Do I come to you bankrupt? Or do I come to you covered? Do I come to 
you with nothing to show for my life? Or do I come to you with a Savior, with Jesus?

If you're here this morning and you've never trusted in Jesus, you've never come to him as your great 
shepherd and trusted him to provide the atonement for your sins, would you just pray right there where 
you are? God, I believe in you, I believe in you and I admit that I am bankrupt. I don't have enough 
goodness to show you. I cannot impress you. I cannot earn my way. But Jesus has come to provide for 
me and I receive him. I receive his gift, his free gift of eternal life. I say yes to Christ today. I ask you to be 
my Lord and my Savior, my God. To provide for me. God, I trust in you and worship you. I receive you.

If you're a believer in this room and you've lived under anxiety and worry about money, about finances, 
about the bills, about your job, just pray afresh today, God, help me to trust you everyday. That even if 
my bank account is emptied and my job is downsized. And even if I find myself not knowing where the 
next check comes from, you are still my God. You're still on the throne, you are my provider.

If you're a believer and you realize, man, I live in abundance. Just praise Jesus for that right now. God, 
we love you, we praise you, as the God of abundant blessings. We have more than we could imagine. 
We praise you, Lord, in Jesus' name, amen.


